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ABSTRACT
An updated empirical, analytical model for the frequency and wavenumber distribution of balanced motion
in the ocean is presented. The spectrum model spans periods longer than the inertial but shorter than a decade
and wavelengths between 100 and 10 000 km. Assuming geostrophic dynamics, a spectrum model for the
streamfunction is constructed to be consistent with a range of observations, including sea surface height from
satellite altimetry, velocity from moored and shipboard instruments, and temperature from moorings. Firstorder characteristics of the observed spectra, including amplitude and spectral moments, vary slowly
geographically. The spectrum model is horizontally anisotropic, accommodating observations that zonal
wavenumber–frequency spectra are dominated by a ‘‘nondispersive line.’’ Qualitative and quantitative agreement is found with one-dimensional frequency and wavenumber spectra and observed vertical profiles of
variance. Illustrative application is made of the model spectrum to observing-system design, data mapping,
and uncertainty estimation for trends.

1. Introduction
Data describing the general circulation of the ocean
are extremely noisy (e.g., Ganachaud 2003; Zhai et al.
2011). The extraction of signals from such observations
requires a detailed knowledge of the space and time
scales of the stochastic variability. Of course, one person’s noise is another’s signal. Stochastic variability is
itself a part of the ocean circulation and is of great interest in its own right. Since the time of the Mid-Ocean
Dynamics Experiment (MODE Group 1978), the oceanographic community has collected countless measurements showing variability of different types (including
velocity, temperature, and surface elevation) in time
and/or space. Synthesizing those observations of ocean
variability into a quantitatively useful form is a considerable challenge. The specific availability of high-accuracy
near-global altimetry since 1992 has sparked a number
of partial synthesis efforts, including estimates of the
frequency (e.g., Le Traon 1990; Lin et al. 2008; Hughes
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and Williams 2010) and wavenumber (e.g., Stammer
1997; Le Traon et al. 2008; Xu and Fu 2012) spectrum.
A first attempt at the desired combined frequency–
wavenumber spectrum was made by Zang and Wunsch
(2001) and Wunsch (2010).
The purpose of this paper is to extend these earlier
efforts so as to construct a full four-dimensional (three
wavenumbers plus frequency) spectral representation of
oceanic variability, along with an estimate of the extent
to which it is likely both accurate and useful. A wide
range of observations are used, including sea surface
height (SSH) from altimetry, temperature and velocity
time series from moored instruments, and velocity from
shipboard current meters. As a consequence of the
available observational record, the resulting description
extends from periods longer than the inertial to about
a decade and wavelengths from about 100 km to several
thousands of kilometers. As a shorthand, variability in these
ranges will be referred to as ‘‘balanced motions,’’ suggesting
the expectation of near geostrophy in their physics.
Altimetric data provide the only continuous, nearglobal record of ocean variability with a simple dynamical interpretation (owing to the complex boundary
layers at the air–sea interface, sea surface temperature,
salinity, and color are much more difficult to interpret).
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As such, the altimetric record provides the backbone of
the resulting spectral model, jointly covering horizontal
wavenumber and frequency.
Like all data, the altimetric record contains complicated structures from measurement noise and from the
elaborate data processing involved in estimating SSH
from the raw observations. Accounting for these complexities has to be part of the synthesis effort. The
greatest problem with reliance on SSH is in understanding how it reflects motions interior to the ocean.
Although in the geostrophic limit employed here,
boundary layer phenomena are not of first-order concern, the partition of SSH into barotropic and baroclinic
structures, expected to be a function of wavenumber/
frequency and geography, is perhaps the greatest theoretical and observational challenge.
To address the problem, the vertical structure of
variability is inferred where possible from moored instruments. Unfortunately, the number of moored instruments with sufficient duration and vertical resolving
power is very limited (Scott et al. 2010). What data are
available are used in combination with basic theoretical
ideas to construct a strawman spectrum. Some of the
theoretical considerations are put in context by employing an oceanic general circulation model [GCM;
called Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the
Ocean, phase 2 (ECCO2)], with the strong caveat that
the same very small database renders nearly impossible
tests of model skill.
To a degree, this paper attempts to do for oceanic
balanced motions what the Garrett–Munk (Garrett and
Munk 1972, 1975) spectrum did for the internal-wave
band. Their work has served as a tool for interpreting
experimental results, highlighted gaps in the observational record, and inspired theoretical efforts to explain
their description. At the end of this paper, the utility
of the present spectrum model1 will be demonstrated
through application to the important problem of oceanic
trend determination. The spectrum model can be used
to predict vertical and horizontal coherence between
measurements. Many elements of the result are also in
need of theoretical explanation, and perhaps progress in
that direction will be a result.

2. Dynamic model for balanced motion
Zang (2000) took the linearized, quasigeostrophic,
b-plane equations as a basic dynamical model and

1
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The terminology spectrum model is used to distinguish the results from a spectral model (GCM formulated in spectral space) or
model spectrum (spectrum of GCM output).

showed that the spectra of horizontal velocity (u, y),
vertical velocity w, vertical displacement z, density r,
potential temperature u, and pressure p can all be derived from the spectrum of the geostrophic streamfunction c 5 p/r0f0, where r0 is the reference density and
f0 is the local Coriolis parameter. In this section, the
basic dynamical model introduced by Zang (2000) is
reviewed and the implied relations between observable
spectra are recorded. Separating the variables,
c(x, y, z, t) 5

‘

å cn (x, y, z, t)

(1)

n50

5

‘

å Cn (x, y, t)Fn (z) ,

(2)

n50

where the orthonormal vertical modes Fn(z) satisfy (e.g.,
Gill 1982)
"
#
f02 dF
d
1 g2 F(z) 5 0,
(3)
dz N 2 (z) dz
where N(z) is the buoyancy frequency. With its boundary conditions, (3) forms a Sturm–Liouville eigenvalue
problem whose eigenfunctions Fn(z), 0 # n , ‘, represent the vertical structure of horizontal velocity free
modes in the ocean and whose eigenvalues are related to
the deformation radius Ld 5 1/g.
The vertical velocity is proportional to another vertical mode Gn(z):
Gn (z) 5

1 dFn (z)
,
N 2 (z) dz

(4)

satisfying
2
d2 Gn (z)
2 N (z)
1
g
Gn (z) 5 0,
n
dz2
f02

(5)

with appropriate boundary conditions.
Equations (3) and (4) are typically derived under the
basic textbook theory (BTT) assumptions of linearity,
resting mean state, and flat-bottom and rigid-lid
boundary conditions. Although these conditions are not
satisfied in the real ocean, solutions to (3) form a complete set, capable of describing any vertical structure.
However, if the assumptions are violated, the representation may be very inefficient. Alternative surface
boundary conditions account for Ekman pumping
(Philander 1978) or nonlinear buoyancy advection, as
in surface quasigeostrophic (SQG) theory (Lapeyre and
Klein 2006). Alternative bottom boundary conditions
account for bathymetry (Tailleux and McWilliams 2001;
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Killworth and Blundell 2004). Important modifications
to (3) will be discussed in section 5.
ð‘ ð‘ ð‘

cn (x, y, z, t) 5

0

2‘ 2‘

ð‘ ð‘ ð‘
2‘ 2‘

0

Treating the streamfunction as a sum of plane waves,
the full streamfunction in mode n is

~ l, v, n)F (z)ei2p(kx1ly2vt) dk dl dv ,
c(k,
n

~ l, v, n) is the Fourier transform of the streamwhere c(k,
function. Note that cyclic frequencies and wavenumbers

xn (x, y, z, t) 5

~ l, v, n)ei2p(kx1ly2vt) dk dl dv.
~ (k, l, v, z, n)c(k,
x

p~(k, l, v, z, n) 5 r0 f0 Fn (z) ,

(8)

u~(k, l, v, z, n) 5 2 i2plFn (z) ,

(9)

~y (k, l, v, z, n) 5 i2pkFn (z) ,

(10)

~ l, v, z, n) 5 i2pvf0 Gn (z) ,
w(k,

(11)

r f
r~(k, l, v, z, n) 5 2 0 0 N 2 (z)Gn (z) ,
g

(12)

~u(k, l, v, z, n) 5 f
0

›u0
G (z) ,
›z n

and

(6)

are being used. For a generic variable xn(x, y, z, t), the
nth mode is

~ l, v, nj2 i ,
Fc (k, l, v, n) 5 hjc(k,

Zang and Wunsch (2001) derived the characteristic
~ (k, l, v, z, n), and the representations are
functions x

~z(k, l, v, z, n) 5 2f G (z),
0 n
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(7)

(15)

where angle brackets represent an ensemble average.
For other variables, the spectrum at depth z and mode n
can be calculated from the spectrum of the streamfunction and the appropriate characteristic function:
Fx (k, l, v, z, n) 5 j~
x(k, l, v, z, n)j2 Fc (k, l, v, n) ,

(16)

and can be summed over all vertical modes:

(13)
(14)

where u0 is the time-mean potential temperature.
Different frequencies, wavenumbers, and vertical
modes are assumed to be uncorrelated, assuring horizontal spatial and temporal stationarity. Among other
phenomena, these assumptions ignore the possible presence of coherent mesoscale features (Chelton et al. 2011).
Because they are represented by phase-locked modes,
an ‘‘changed’’ variance is expected relative to that of a
stationary random wave field. While Chelton et al. (2011)
show the presence of coherent features in the SSH record,
other forms of variability are also plainly present in the
records. A more complete description than the one to be
obtained here eventually needs to account for both coherent and incoherent (statistically stationary, random)
components of the variability.

A spectrum model
The three-dimensional frequency and wavenumber
spectrum for the mode-n streamfunction is

Fx (k, l, v, z) 5

‘

å j~x(k, l, v, z, n)j2 Fc (k, l, v, n) .

(17)

n50

Two- or one-dimensional spectra can be obtained
by integrating the three-dimensional spectrum over one
or two dimensions. Notation for the one-, two-, or threedimensional spectra of a variable x can be quite cumbersome. The term Fx(k, l, v, z) is written for the
spectrum of x at depth z, and the arguments (k, l, v)
denote the dimensionality. For example, the twodimensional wavenumber spectrum is
Fx (k, l, z) 5

ð‘
0

Fx (k, l, v, z) dv .

(18)

Fx (k, l, v, z) dk dv .

(19)

Similarly,
Fx (l, z) 5

ð‘ ð‘
0

2‘

For simplicity, and in the absence of observational
evidence to the contrary (Zang and Wunsch 2001), we
assume that the shape of the spectrum in horizontal
wavenumber–frequency space is independent of mode
number. Accordingly, a streamfunction spectrum of the
form
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Fc (k, l, v, n; f, l) 5 Fc (k, l, v; f, l)E(n)I(f, l)

(20)

is proposed, where Fc(k, l, v; f, l) is the threedimensional wavenumber–frequency spectrum, and

changes slowly with latitude f and longitude l. The term
E(n) represents the relative contribution from each
vertical mode n. The term I(f, l) is a normalization
factor:

21
 ð‘ ð‘ ð‘
‘
1
(j~
uj2 1 j~y j2 )Fc (k, l, v; f, l) dk dl dv å E(n)
,
I(f, l) 5 EKE
0 2‘ 2‘ 2
n50
where EKE is the surface eddy kinetic energy estimated
from altimetry (Stammer 1997). With this normalization,
(20) matches the observed surface eddy kinetic energy.
Many applications of the spectrum model rely on the
Wiener–Khinchin theorem, showing that the Fourier
transform of the stationary process power spectrum is
the covariance function:
Cov(rx , ry , t)
ð‘ ð‘ ð‘
5
Fx (k, l, v)ei2p(krx1lry 1vt) dk dl dv ,
0

2‘ 2‘

(22)

where rx, ry, and t are the displacements in the zonal,
meridional, and temporal directions, respectively.

FxY (v; rx , ry , z, z0 ) 5

‘

å

ð‘ ð‘

n50 2‘ 2‘

(21)

Normalizing by the signal variance gives the correlation function
Cor(rx , ry , t) 5

Cov(rx , ry , t)
s2x

,

where s2x is the variance of x. For standard onedimensional autocovariances
Cov(rx ) 5

ð‘ ð‘ ð‘
0

2‘ 2‘

Fx (k, l, v)ei2pkrx dk dl dv .

FxY (v; rx , ry , z, z0 )
Coh(v; rx , ry , z, z0 ) 5 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ .
Fx (v, z)FY (v, z)

(26)

Spatial variation in the spectral shape is neglected in the
coherence calculation. Observations out to periods of a
few years show little correlation between measurements
separated by more than a few hundred kilometers
(Stammer 1997). While significant coherence over long
distances may exist at very low frequencies (because of,
e.g, a shift in gyre location over decades), we are not
aware of any supporting observations.

3. Observed spectrum
From the earlier work cited above, it is clear from the
outset that, unlike the internal-wave case, a truly universal spectral description of balanced motions is impossible. Many qualitative aspects of the spectrum vary

(24)

For two time series (possibly representing different quantities) at locations (x, y, z) and (x 1 rx, y 1 ry, z0 ), the cross
spectrum between x(x, y, z, t) and Y(x 1 rx, y 1 ry, z0 , t) is

~
~ (k, l, v, z, n)Y*(k,
x
l, v, z0 , n)Fc (k, l, v, n)ei2p(krx 1lry ) dk dl ,

~ are the characteristic functions for
~ and Y
where x
the two variables and an asterisk indicates the complex
conjugate. The coherence is

(23)

(25)

geographically including eddy kinetic energy levels,
which change by over four orders of magnitude (Stammer
1997). The slowly varying geographical factors attempt
to accommodate this spatial nonstationarity in as simple
a fashion as possible.
Oceanic spectra, grouped by data type, are now
examined.

a. Altimetry
1) MULTIDIMENSIONAL SPECTRAL SHAPE
The most complete observations of the spectrum of
ocean variability come from the Archiving, Validation,
and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic data
(AVISO) multimission mapped altimetry product (Ducet
et al. 2000). We use the ‘‘reference’’ version, in which
data from two simultaneous satellite altimeter missions
were merged and mapped onto a 1/ 38 Mercator grid at
7-day intervals for the period October 1992–December
2010; the 1993–99 mean was removed at each grid point.
From the AVISO product, the three-dimensional power
spectrum can be estimated as discussed in Wortham
(2013).
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One striking characteristic of the resulting spectrum is
its dominance almost everywhere by a ‘‘nondispersive’’
straight line in zonal wavenumber–frequency space
(Wunsch 2009, 2010; Ferrari and Wunsch 2010; Early
et al. 2011) with phase speed independent of wavelength
or frequency over a wide range. This phase speed is faster
than the standard long Rossby wave prediction at most
latitudes (Chelton and Schlax 1996) and has attracted
wide theoretical attention. The nondispersive line dominates at wavelengths larger than about 500 km and periods longer than 2 weeks at 108 or longer than 2 months
at 408. At shorter wavelengths, the anisotropy diminishes,
and the spectrum appears to approach an isotropic power
law in wavenumber, although the resolution of the

hvq i 5

ð‘
0

hkq i 5

ð‘
0

hlq i 5

ð‘
0

vq Fh (v) dv

ð ‘
0
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gridded altimetry product is insufficient to make a definitive statement at wavelengths shorter than 200 km.
At high frequency, the spectrum approaches approximate power laws in both frequency and wavenumber.

2) DOMINANT PERIODS AND WAVELENGTHS
Display and interpretation of multidimensional spectral
structures is extremely challenging, and some simplified
representations are useful. For example, Jacobs et al.
(2001) estimated zonal wavelength, meridional wavelength, and period by fitting an exponential to the binned
covariance function estimated from altimetry. Here,
spectral moments (Vanmarcke 2010) are used. Define

Fh (v) dv ,

ð ‘
kq [Fh (k) 1 Fh (2k)] dk
[Fh (k) 1 Fh (2k)] dk, and

(27)

(28)

0

lq [Fh (l) 1 Fh (2l)] dl

ð ‘

for integer q. For k and l, the moments of the spectrum are
averaged over both positive and negative wavenumbers2
and are estimated globally on a 58 grid as follows: for
each grid point, using SSH maps within a box 108 in
longitude by 308 latitude, the spatial mean and linear
trend in latitude and longitude are removed at each time
step, and the three-dimensional FFT is computed for the
region. The k–l–v spectra are computed from the FFT,
averaged over three neighboring frequency–wavenumber
bands. Other windowing functions did not significantly
alter the results. See Wortham (2013) for further details.
Maps of the inverse of the first moments of frequency
and wavenumber are shown (Fig. 1). For the zonal
wavenumber, hatching indicates a dominance of eastward propagation. For the meridional wavenumber,
hatching indicates a dominance of poleward propagation. Dominant periods increase from less than 100 days
near the equator to about 300 days at 408. Dominant
zonal wavelengths decrease from about 1400 km near the
equator to 750 km at 408, while meridional wavelengths
range from 900 to 650 km. Such maps provide a quantitative
point of comparison for the spectrum model in section 4.
The AVISO mapping procedure imposes space and
time correlation scales on the data product (Ducet et al.
2
Alternatively, we might calculate the moments for positive and
negative wavenumber independently, as in Wunsch (2010).

0

[Fh (l) 1 Fh (2l)] dl ,

(29)

2000), which impact estimated dominant periods and
wavelengths. Specifically, AVISO frequency spectra
have a steeper high-frequency roll-off than other observations, resulting in longer dominant periods (Chiswell
and Rickard 2008). Despite such limitations, the AVISO
gridded altimetry is used since it allows for straightforward computation of zonal and meridional spectra.

3) SPECTRAL SLOPES
While the gridded altimetry provides a useful tool for
studying the three-dimensional SSH spectrum and its
global variations, the AVISO mapping procedure significantly alters the shape of the resulting spectrum
(Wortham 2013). Therefore, we now consider the spectrum from the Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX)/
Poseidon alongtrack altimetry, rather than the gridded
altimetry product, using the multitaper estimate as with
all one-dimensional records in this paper.
Observed wavenumber spectra are shown for two locations in the North Pacific Ocean (Fig. 2): a high-energy
region of the Kuroshio Extension centered at 358N,
1688E and a relatively low-energy region of the subtropical gyre centered at 358N, 2228E. In the high-energy
region, the spectral slope in the 100–200-km wavelength
band is close to k24, while the spectral slope is significantly flatter in the low-energy region, closer to k22. In
the high-wavenumber tails, the spectrum flattens to k21
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FIG. 1. (top left) Dominant phase speed, (top right) period, (bottom left) zonal wavelength, and (bottom right)
meridional wavelength based on the inverse of the first moment of the one-dimensional spectra. For zonal wavelength, the hatched area indicates regions where eastward propagation dominates; elsewhere, westward propagation
dominates. For meridional wavelength, the hatched area indicates regions where poleward propagation dominates;
elsewhere, equatorward propagation dominates.

at both locations. For reference, we also show the wavenumber spectrum from the AVISO gridded altimetry,
linearly interpolated along the satellite track. The
spectrum from the AVISO gridded altimetry is steeper
than that from the ungridded altimetry at wavelengths
shorter than about 250 km.

Wunsch and Stammer (1995), Le Traon et al. (2008),
and Xu and Fu (2012) have fit power laws to the highwavenumber SSH spectrum. High-wavenumber spectral
slopes vary geographically, but the true values remain
uncertain. Much of the high-wavenumber tail is due
to noise, but the extent to which the altimetric wavenumber

FIG. 2. (left) Alongtrack wavenumber and (right) frequency spectra from tracks spanning from 308 to 408N at the
indicated longitude (solid line). Dashed lines show the spectrum model at each location, discussed in section 4.
Dotted lines show the spectra from AVISO gridded altimetry, interpolated along the satellite track. Vertical bars
indicate the 95% confidence interval.
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spectrum is contaminated by noise is a matter of debate.
Stammer (1997) concluded, based on filtered alongtrack
wavenumber spectra from altimetry, that SSH spectra
displayed a remarkably universal k24 power law at wavelengths shorter than 400 km. Xu and Fu (2012) estimated
spectral slopes varying from k24.5 in high-energy regions
to k22 in low-energy subtropics and k21 in the tropics.
For SSH frequency spectral slopes, Stammer (1997)
found that different regions (tropical, high, and low
energy) behaved differently in the low-frequency limit,
but all approached an v22 power law by around 30-day
periods. The frequency spectrum of sea surface slope
(proportional to velocity) was found to have an almost
white long-period plateau, v21/2 power-law relation for
periods between 40 and 250 days, and roughly an v22
relation for shorter periods. However, the Nyquist period of the altimetric data is about 20 days, so estimates
of the high-frequency spectral slope are very uncertain.
More recent work has found v22 spectral slopes for
velocity in extratropical regions but shallower slopes in
the tropics (Scharffenberg and Stammer 2010).
Figure 2 shows observed frequency spectra for the
same locations discussed above: 358N, 1688E and 358N,
2228E. Both locations exhibit a low-frequency plateau at
periods longer than 300 days, appear to approach an v22
power law near 100 days, but quickly flatten in the highfrequency tails. The frequency spectrum from AVISO
gridded altimetry, linearly interpolated along the satellite track, is also shown (Fig. 2). The spectrum from
AVISO gridded altimetry is steeper than from ungridded
altimetry at periods shorter than about 110 days.
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to a high-frequency power law increases with depth at the
398N mooring.

c. Moored temperature
Figure 4 shows observed temperature spectra from
the moored instruments shown in Fig. 3. Temperature
frequency spectra have a shape generally similar to
those for kinetic energy. In general, the frequency spectra
can again be described as a low-frequency plateau transitioning to a high-frequency v22 power law.
The observation that frequency spectra of kinetic energy and temperature have roughly the same shape puts
an important constraint on the spectrum model. For some
functional forms, the characteristic functions for the dynamical model, (9) and (14), would predict different
spectra for energy and temperature. For example, suppose Fc ; (k2L2 1 l2L2 1 v2T2 1 1)2a, where L and T
are characteristic length and time scales, respectively.
After multiplying by the appropriate characteristic function and integrating over k and l, the dynamical model
predicts high-frequency spectral slopes v422a for velocity
but v222a for temperature. In contrast, if Fc ; (k2L2 1
l2L2 1 1)2av22, the dynamical model predicts frequency
spectral slopes v22 for both velocity and temperature.
The first functional form is inconsistent with observations.
This suggests a separable form for the spectrum, at least in
the frequency and wavenumber range where the spectrum
follows an approximate power law. However, we have already seen that westward motions dominate (Fig. 1), ruling
out the possibility of a completely separable spectrum.

b. Moored kinetic energy

d. Shipboard velocity

Frequency spectra of velocity and vertical displacement from moorings are generally consistent with an
v22 slope for periods shorter than 30 days in many regions (Ferrari and Wunsch 2010). Figure 3 shows observed kinetic energy spectra from moored current
meters at several locations and depths in the North Pacific. Locations are 148N, 2308E; 288N, 2088E; 328N,
2328E; and 398N, 2328E. Though moorings may be blown
over by strong currents, leading to measurements at
varying depth, no correction for this effect has been
made. All spectra are normalized by the total variance
so that the shapes of the spectra can be easily compared.
Overall, a low-frequency plateau transitioning to
a high-frequency v22 power law exists in all the results.
However, near 100-day periods, the mooring spectra are
flatter than similar spectra from altimetry (e.g., Stammer
1997). Strong regional- and depth-dependent differences
are seen. For example, the spectral slope tends to become
steeper with depth at the 288N mooring. Also, the frequency of the transition from the low-frequency plateau

Wavenumber spectra of kinetic energy are available
from both towed and shipboard acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) instruments, with the latter being
more common. Shipboard measurements in the Gulf
Stream show a k23 spectral slope for kinetic energy,
implying k25 in SSH for balanced motions (Wang et al.
2010). In the central North Pacific (258–358N, 1408W),
spectral slopes from shipboard ADCP are close to k22
for velocity, implying k24 for SSH (J. Callies 2012,
personal communication). Both of the in situ spectral
slope estimates are steeper than the altimeter-derived
estimates in their respective regions (Xu and Fu 2012),
casting doubt on spectral slopes estimated from altimetry at these wavenumbers. However, the in situ estimates
may include a significant contribution from ageostrophic
motions, complicating the interpretation.
The spectrum of velocity at 100 m from a 1000-km
meridional transect taken over 5 days as part of the
World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) section
P14N (208–308N, 1808E; Roden 2005) is shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 3. Observed (solid) and modeled (red dashed, discussed in section 4) frequency spectra of kinetic energy from moored instruments.
All spectra are normalized by the total variance to compare the shapes. Vertical bars indicate the 95% confidence interval.

Tidal or other ageostrophic motions are not removed
from the record. The observed high-wavenumber spectral slope is close to k22, implying k24 for SSH.
Taken together, in situ, altimetric, and modeling results
are consistent with wavenumber spectral slopes in the
subtropical North Pacific of 24 6 1, with in situ results
suggesting slightly steeper slopes than altimetric results.

e. Vertical structure
Most of what is known from observations about the
vertical structure of variability is based on Wunsch (1997,
1999). Those results support the inference that in the
vertical dimension a modal representation is most useful
(a contrast with the internal-wave case). The basic inference was that about 50% of the water column kinetic
energy is in the barotropic mode, about 40% is in the first
baroclinic mode, and the remainder is in higher baroclinic
modes and noise. The modes were defined as the basic
flat-bottom resting-ocean Rossby-wave modes. However,

Wunsch (1997) found evidence of coupling between the
modes, such that the total surface kinetic energy was
different from the sum of the energy in each mode.
M€
uller and Siedler (1992) computed EOFs from several
multiyear moorings in the North Atlantic Ocean. The
leading EOF generally had a surface-intensified shape,
similar to the first baroclinic mode but with no zero
crossing. Decomposition into dynamical modes showed
coupling between the barotropic and first baroclinic
modes, especially during the most energetic events.
Given the short duration of most current-meter moorings, almost no observational information exists about
the vertical structure of currents at periods beyond about
a year. Wortham (2013) resorted to GCM results, based on
the 1/ 68 ECCO2 model (Menemenlis et al. 2008), which
suggested that the barotropic and first baroclinic modes
are strongly coupled, especially at interannual periods.
The general lack of evidence on which to base conclusions about the vertical structure of balanced motions
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the temperature spectrum.

has been discussed by Wunsch (2009, 2010) and Ferrari
and Wunsch (2010). In the absence of further observations, we take the evidence from the ECCO2 GCM
(Wortham 2013) as the basis for the spectrum model
vertical structure, presented in section 5. The vertical
structure of balanced motions, especially at periods longer than a year, deserves further study.

4. Model k–l–v spectrum
The spectrum model presented as a zero-order approximation by Zang and Wunsch (2001) was universal in shape

Fc (k, l, v; f, l) 5

(only the amplitude changed with location) and separable in frequency and wavenumber. However, important
quantities, such as the first moments of the observed
spectrum, vary geographically and observations of the
nondispersive line are incompatible with a separable form.
However, many observations are consistent with a single
spectral form with suitable slowly varying parameters.
A quantitatively useful analytical description of the
observed spectra is sought, along with some description of its accuracies. For the horizontal wavenumber–
frequency spectrum discussed in section 3, the structure
is captured by

1
1 expf2[k2 L2x 1 l2 L2y 1 T 2 (kcx 1 lcy 2 v)2 ]g,
(k2 L2x 1 l2 L2y 1 1)a (v2 T 2 1 1)

where a, Lx, Ly, T, cx, and cy are geographically variable
parameters. Equation (30) has two parts. A power law

(30)

appears in the first term, with parameters Lx, Ly, and T
controlling the dominant wavelengths and period of the
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observations described in section 3. Consistency between
the spectrum model and observations will be discussed
below. The full spectrum model is illustrated in Fig. 6 as
a set of two-dimensional spectra averaged over positive
and negative wavenumber half spaces. Figure 7 displays
a three-dimensional version.
Integrating (30) over l and v produces the zonal wavenumber spectrum:
Fc (k; f, l) 5
5
FIG. 5. Observed (solid) and modeled (dashed, discussed in
section 4) wavenumber spectra of kinetic energy from shipboard
ADCP. The transect spans 208–308N at 1808 at 100-m depth. The
high-wavenumber spectral slope for the model is k22. The vertical
bar indicates the 95% confidence interval.

spectrum, while a sets the high-wavenumber spectral
slope. An exponential term enforces the dominance of
westward propagation. The exponential term only makes
a significant contribution in the range of wavenumber–
frequency space corresponding to the nondispersive
line. This model is entirely empirical and is judged by the
authors to provide a reasonable fit to the wide variety of

ð‘ ð‘
2‘ 0

Fc (k, l, v; f, l) dv dl

p3/2 G(a 2 1/2)
(1 1 k2 L2x )1/22a
2TLy G(a)
13
2
0
kc
L
T
p 2k2 L2x 6
x y
C7
B
1
e
41 1 erf @qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃA5 ,
2TLy
2
2
2
Ly 1 c y T

(31)

where erf(z) is the error function
2
erf(z) 5 pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p

ðz

e2t dt ,
2

(32)

0

with a similar expression for Fc(l; f, l). At a high
wavenumber, the first term dominates and approaches a
power law in k with slope 1 2 2a. Although wavenumber

FIG. 6. The spectrum model (30) for SSH near 308N, 1908E. Two-dimensional spectra (top left) Fh(k, v), (top right)
Fh(l, v), and (bottom) Fh(l, k) are shown. Solid lines indicate the parameters in the model. One-dimensional spectra
are projected on a vertical plane, with high-frequency/wavenumber power laws labeled. The nondispersive line, with phase
speed cx, is most prominent in the k–v spectrum. Because of the difficulty of plotting positive and negative wavenumbers
together on a logarithmic scale, we show the average of the positive and negative wavenumber half spaces.
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FIG. 7. A 3D representation of the spectrum model (30) for SSH near 308N, 1908E. The red isosurface illustrates the
nondispersive line. Slices through the planes v 5 0, l 5 0, k 5 0, and k 5 6 3 1023 cycles per kilometer (cpk) are shown.

spectral slopes from altimetry vary geographically (Xu
and Fu 2012), considerable uncertainty exists in the actual values, as discussed in section 3. In light of this
uncertainty, a constant a 5 5/ 2 is used, to be updated
when more reliable observations become available. The
resulting one-dimensional wavenumber spectral slope is
k24 for SSH and k22 for kinetic energy.
Integrating (30) over k and l produces the frequency
spectrum:
ð‘ ð‘
Fc (v; f, l) 5
Fc (k, l, v; f, l) dk dl
2‘ 2‘

5

p
p
(1 1 v2 T 2 )21 1 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ exp(2L2x L2y T 2 v2 /D) ,
(a 2 1)Lx Ly
D

The most important parameters in the spectrum
model (30) are L x, L y, and T, which set the dominant
wavelengths and periods. These parameters are
chosen such that the first moment of the spectrum
model matches inferences from the AVISO product
(Fig. 1). From (28) with (31) (and the equivalent relations for l), the first moment of the wavenumber
spectrum is
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(a 2 1)[ pG(a 2 3/2) 1 G(a)]
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
hk i 5
Lx p(a 1 p 2 1)G(a)
1

pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(a 2 1)[ pG(a 2 3/2) 1 G(a)]
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.
hl i 5
Ly p(a 1 p 2 1)G(a)
1

and

(35)

(33)
where
D 5 c2x L2y T 2 1 L2x L2y 1 c2y L2x T 2 .

(34)

At high frequency, the first term dominates and approaches an v22 power law. This spectral slope applies
to both SSH and kinetic energy.

Given hk1i and hl1i estimated from the AVISO product (Fig. 1), Lx and Ly are calculated from (35) at each
location.
The first moment of the frequency spectrum of
SSH depends, unfortunately, on the limits of integration.
Integrating (27) with (33) to an upper frequency limit
vmax,

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p(a 2 1) D[1 2 exp(2v2max L2x L2y T 2 /D)] 1 pLx Ly ln(1 1 v2max T 2 )
hv i 5
.
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Lx Ly T[2p arctan(vmax T) 1 p3/2 (a 2 1) erf(vmax Lx Ly T/ D)]
1

(36)
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FIG. 8. Global characteristics of the spectrum model (30). (top left) Dominant zonal phase speed, (top right)
period, (bottom left) zonal wavelength, and (bottom right) meridional wavelength based on the first moment of the
associated one-dimensional spectra.

Given Lx, Ly, and hv1i estimated from the AVISO
product (Fig. 1), (36) can be solved numerically for T at
each location. Here, we use vmax 5 1 (14 days)21, corresponding to the Nyquist frequency of the AVISO product.
The parameters cx and cy control the dominant zonal
and meridional phase speeds in the spectrum model.
The term cx 5 v/k is the result of the eigenvalue problem
for the vertical structure [e.g., (3)]. In practice, the phase
speed obtained from the modified eigenvalue problem
discussed in section 5 is used instead. Given the very
weak asymmetry between northward and southward
motions, we set cy 5 0 everywhere.
The spectrum model (30) is intended to approximate
the observed spectrum for periods between the inertial
period and about 10 yr and wavelengths between 100
and 10 000 km. These limits are primarily set by the
duration and spatial resolution of the altimetric product
that was used to inform the spectrum model (Chelton
et al. 2011). The important question of the behavior of
the frequency spectrum as v approaches zero is beyond
the scope of this work, but has been discussed elsewhere
(Wunsch 2010, and references therein). As v / 0, the
spectrum model here becomes white in frequency with
consequences for trend determination. In the remainder

of this section, the predictions of (30) are compared with
various observed spectra.

a. Global patterns
The spectrum model (30) is spatially variable, resulting in realistic patterns of dominant phase speed, period,
and wavelength (Fig. 8), with values comparable to
Fig. 1. The main difference is between phase speeds
from AVISO and the spectrum model; the eigenvalue
problem used to set cx in the spectrum model does not
permit eastward phase speeds.

b. Alongtrack altimetry
Figure 2 compares wavenumber spectra of SSH from
the spectrum model and altimetry. The spectrum model
is normalized such that it has the same total variance as
the observed one. In both regions, the model captures
the general shape of the observed spectrum at wavelengths larger than 200 km. In particular, the transition
from plateau to power law occurs at the same wavelength in the spectrum model as in the altimetric spectrum. The model has a constant high-wavenumber
spectral slope of k24 for SSH and does not agree with the
altimetric spectra for scales smaller than about 200 km,
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instruments, the spectrum model follows the observed
spectra within the estimated uncertainty of the latter.

e. Shipboard velocity
The model wavenumber spectrum of kinetic energy is
shown in Fig. 5. At this location, the spectrum model
amplitude was lower than that observed by a factor of 2
and is normalized to have the same total variance as the
observations so that the spectral shape can be compared.
The model k22 spectral slope is close to that observed,
and the spectrum model is within the estimated uncertainty of the observed spectrum at all wavelengths.
FIG. 9. Observed (solid) and modeled (dashed) frequency
spectra of kinetic energy from moored instruments at 328N, 2328E,
1481 m deep, as in Fig. 3, but now expanded to show the internalwave regime. The spectral peaks are at the inertial and M2 tidal
frequencies.

where the observations are contaminated by measurement noise (Xu and Fu 2012).
Figure 2 also shows modeled frequency spectra for the
same locations. Again, the spectrum model transitions
from plateau to power law at the same frequency as the
altimetric spectrum, and the v22 power law is a reasonable fit for periods longer than about 60 days. The frequency of the transition is set by the parameter T. At
shorter periods, the spectrum from alongtrack altimetry
flattens, but the spectrum model follows the spectrum
from AVISO.

c. Moored kinetic energy
Figure 3 shows normalized modeled kinetic energy
spectra at several locations and depths in the North
Pacific. Overall, the spectrum model follows the observed values and captures the transition from plateau to
v22 power law and, over most of the frequency range, is
within the estimated uncertainty of the observed spectra. Although Fig. 3 suggests that the spectral shape
changes with depth, these changes are not statistically
significant given the available data and are not reflected
in (30).
As v approaches f/(2p) from below, the observed
spectrum (Fig. 9) transitions smoothly into the internalwave regime at frequencies not modeled here. The
transition regime between the present model and the
Garrett–Munk spectrum, plus tidal and inertial peaks,
remains to be properly represented, an effort not undertaken here.

d. Moored temperature
Figure 4 shows normalized temperature spectra from
the moored instruments shown in Fig. 3. Again, for most

5. Model vertical structure
The vertical structure of the spectrum model proposed by Zang and Wunsch (2001) was largely based on
the observations of Wunsch (1997). They used the representation of (3) under BTT boundary conditions with
mode partition E(0) 5 1, E(1) 5 1, E(2) 5 ½, and E(n) 5
0 for n $ 3 in (20). While this recipe works in some locations (Zang and Wunsch 2001), it has a strong tendency
to overestimate kinetic energy in the abyss and underestimate kinetic energy near the surface. That is, kinetic
energy is more surface intensified than their vertical
structure predicted. Wortham (2013) suggests that such
a systematic misfit to the observed kinetic energy profile
is indicative of coupling between the barotropic and
baroclinic modes.
Several dynamical processes have been proposed to
explain the surface intensification of kinetic energy.
These include the impact of mean flow (Keller and
Veronis 1969; Killworth et al. 1997; Dewar 1998; de
Szoeke and Chelton 1999; Killworth and Blundell 2004,
2005), large-scale sloping topography (Killworth and
Blundell 1999), small-scale rough topography (Rhines
and Bretherton 1973; Samelson 1992; Bobrovich and
Reznik 1999; Tailleux and McWilliams 2001), surface
forcing by Ekman pumping (Frankignoul and M€
uller
1979a,b; M€
uller and Frankignoul 1981; Killworth and
Blundell 2007), SQG dynamics (Lapeyre and Klein
2006; LaCasce 2012), and nonlinearity (McWilliams and
Flierl 1979; Vanneste 2003; Chelton et al. 2007, 2011).
See Wortham (2013) and references therein for a more
complete discussion. We focus on the roles of mean flow
and rough topography because they predict the observed vertical structure, while recognizing that other
dynamics may be important too.
Samelson (1992) found that rough topography produced surface-intensified Rossby waves in a two-layer
model, and Bobrovich and Reznik (1999) provided an
analytical description of the effect in a constant stratification. The latter showed that rough topography reduces
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the wave amplitude near the bottom, though this analytical theory is difficult to apply for realistic stratification. Tailleux and McWilliams (2001) have presented
a simple approximation of the impact of topography
through their bottom pressure decoupling (BPD) theory. Essentially, the BPD formulation replaces the
standard bottom boundary condition, dF/dz 5 0, with
F(z) 5 0 at z 5 2H. Aoki et al. (2009) showed that this
BPD theory and mean flow both improved the representation of vertical structure in a GCM.
Consider the quasigeostrophic vorticity equation,
linearized about the local mean state U 5 U(z)i 1 V(z)j
(Aoki et al. 2009):
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›
›
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(37)

Imposing wave solutions in the form c(x, y, z, t) 5
F(z)e2i2p(kx1ly2vt) in (37), the vertical structure satisfies
!
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(38)
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where K 5 (k, l) and K 5 k2 1 l2 . Given the mean flow
U, stratification N2, and suitable boundary conditions,
(40) forms an eigenvalue problem that can be solved
for the eigenmodes Fn(z) and eigenvalues vn (n 5 0, 1,
2, . . .).
Following the formulation of Aoki et al. (2009), including the effects of mean flow and BPD, the vertical
modes are the eigenmodes of (40) subject to the boundary conditions
dF/dZ 5 0 at z 5 0 and
F 50

at z 5 2 H .

(39)
(40)

We use l 5 0 and k 5 1/(100Ld), effectively in the longwave limit, where Ld is the BTT first-baroclinic-mode
deformation radius. Mean flow U, salinity S, and potential temperature u are taken from the Ocean Comprehensible Atlas (OCCA; Forget 2010), and stratification is
computed using a neutral density calculation (Chelton
et al. 1998).
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Comparison with vertical profiles of EKE and temperature variation at the four mooring sites shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 produced a reasonable fit with the mode
coefficients E(0) 5 ½, E(1) 5 1, E(2) 5 1/ 4, E(3) 5 1/ 10,
and E(n) 5 0 for n $ 4. These coefficients are then used
globally. The coefficients E(n) used here are preliminary,
and the representation of the vertical structure in the
spectrum model deserves further study. The resulting
spectrum model vertical structure is discussed below.
A possible significant shortcoming of the representation in (20) is the assumption that the vertical structure is
independent of period/wavelength. In almost all extensions (e.g., Tailleux and McWilliams 2001; Killworth and
Blundell 2004; Lapeyre and Klein 2006), vertical mode
structure depends on wavelength. With existing observational technologies, the period/wavelength dependence
of the vertical structure will be very difficult to determine.

EKE(z) and su(z) profiles
The appendix describes by example how to compute
various quantities from the spectrum model. Here some
summary comparisons with other observations are
made. Figure 10 compares the vertical profile of kinetic
energy for the spectrum model with subinertial kinetic
energy from the set of current meters discussed in section 3b. Subinertial kinetic energy is estimated by integrating its spectrum over frequencies below 1/ 5 cpd for
each instrument, and a similar estimate is made from the
model. For most instruments, the model kinetic energy
agrees with the observed to within a factor of 2, indicated by gray shading in the figure, and often better.
The main exception is near 1000 m at 288N, where the
model overestimates the observed kinetic energy by
a factor of 3.
Figure 11 compares the vertical profile of temperature
standard deviation su for the spectrum model with observations from moored temperature sensors. The predicted temperature standard deviation is within a factor
of 2 of the observations in almost all cases, as indicated
by gray shading in the figure. An example of the calculation of temperature standard deviation is reproduced
in the appendix.
For a further evaluation of the spectrum model, we
expand the analysis to the large number of moored
current-meter and temperature sensors collected in the
Global Multi-Archive Current Meter Database (CMD;
Scott et al. 2010). We found 4112 current-meter records,
with a duration of at least 180 days, moored in water
deeper than 1000 m. From this set, we excluded records
with quality control flags set in the original archive, records with less than 50% data coverage, and instruments
within 58 of the equator or 2.58 of land. These criteria resulted in 2179 current-meter records and 1948 temperature
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FIG. 10. Observed (asterisks) and modeled (solid line) kinetic energy as a function of depth from moored instruments. Gray shading indicates EKE within a factor of 2 of the spectrum model prediction. Moorings are the same
as those shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

records included in the analysis. The locations of these
instruments are mapped in Fig. 12.
The sampling frequencies for the records analyzed
vary from 5 min to 1 day. To produce homogeneous
records for comparison with the spectrum model, all
records are reduced to 5-day moving averages. When
there are missing data in a 5-day window, the average is
computed as long as there are at least 2.5 days of good
data within the window; otherwise, the time period is
flagged as missing and no temporal interpolation is
made. For each 5-day-averaged time series, we compute
the EKE and temperature standard deviation su. For
each record, EKE and su are computed from the spectrum model at the instrument location and depth.
Scatterplots compare the EKE and su from the spectrum model with the CMD records (Fig. 13). If there were
perfect agreement between the spectrum model and the
CMD records, all points would fall along the 458 line.
For EKE, there is strong correlation between the spectrum model and observed values (Pearson correlation
coefficient r 5 0.85). Conspicuous in the EKE scatterplot is a cluster of points well below the 458 line, with the

spectrum model underestimating the observed EKE. At
these points the spectrum model vertical structure for
EKE is very surface intensified. This surface intensification is caused by the local mean flow U in (40).
Strong, presumably unrealistic surface intensification in
the spectrum model occurred in about 50 cases. For su,
the correlation is weaker (r 5 0.77) and the spectrum
model is biased high. Both correlations are highly statistically significant (P , 1024).
Biases in the spectrum model are revealed by examining the following statistic, similar to that used by Scott
et al. (2010):
DEKE 5
Ds 5
u

EKECMD 2 EKEMOD
EKECMD 1 EKEMOD
su,CMD 2 su,MOD
su,CMD 1 su,MOD

,

and

(41)

(42)

where subscripts CMD and MOD indicate values from
the observations and the spectrum model, respectively.
This statistic maps the discrepancy onto the interval
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but showing the vertical structure of temperature variance. Gray shading indicates su within
a factor of 2 of the spectrum model prediction.

[21, 1]. For perfect agreement between the spectrum
model and observations, DEKE and Dsu would be distributed like the Dirac delta function.
Figure 14 shows histograms of DEKE and Dsu , grouped
by instrument depth. Depth bins are 0–700, 700–3000,
and below 3000 m. The depth bins are selected to
give roughly equal numbers of instruments in each bin.
Overall, EKE from the spectrum model is slightly
stronger than from the CMD, with the strongest bias in
the 700–3000-m bin. The distribution of Dsu reveals the
depth dependence of the spectrum model bias. Above
700 m, the spectrum model su tends to be smaller than
observed, while between 700 and 3000 m, the spectrum
model su tends to be larger. Below 3000 m, the spectrum
model has a strong bias toward high su. Median values
for DEKE and Dsu in each depth bin represent the
spectrum model bias (Table 1).

laws, dispersion curves, and modal coupling. Although
some of these have been touched upon in the discussion
of the construction of the model, these and similar
questions are not pursued further here. The model can
also be used to predict spectral energy and enstrophy

6. Applications
Many potential applications, both theoretical and
practical, exist for the spectrum model. At the core of
the theoretical applications lies the need to explain why
it takes on the characteristics it does, including power

FIG. 12. Locations of current-meter mooring sites.
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FIG. 13. Scatterplots of (left) EKE and (right) su from the spectrum model and CMD instruments.

fluxes, as in Scott and Wang (2005) and Arbic et al.
(2012). Finally, the spectrum model can be used to estimate isopycnal eddy diffusivities. Following Taylor
(1921), diffusivity due to mesoscale eddies can be expressed in terms of the Lagrangian velocity autocorrelation function that, in turn, can be estimated from the
spectrum model (Davis 1982; Zang 2000).
The spectral representation is also useful in discussions
of space–time sampling requirements for a variety of
physical parameters, including the variability of volume
flux across a latitude line or heat content, determination
of the accuracy of estimated values, and the significance
of any observed purported trends. As one illustration of
this type of application, Wunsch (2008) used estimates
of eddy variability to show that time series of meridional
transport calculated from a pair of moorings spanning
the North Atlantic will exhibit stochastic fluctuations
with multiyear time scales. Such stochastic fluctuations

complicate the task of identifying secular trends in the
ocean circulation related to climate change. Equation
(30) can also be used to predict unobserved spectra, such
as for the wavenumbers of vertical displacement.
Many practical applications of the spectrum model
rely on estimates of space and time correlation functions, given by (23). The one-dimensional correlation
functions of temperature as a function of zonal, meridional, and temporal separation are shown in Fig. 15. At
308N, 1908E, the correlations show approximately exponential decay, with e-folding wavelength of 125 km for
zonal separation, 110 km for meridional separation, and
40 days for temporal separation.
The correlation function is useful, for example, in
objective mapping of satellite and in situ data. In this
context, the spectrum model provides an estimate of
the signal covariance. In objective mapping, the goal is
to estimate the value of a field x at a general point

FIG. 14. The distribution of (left) DEKE and (right) Dsu for three depth ranges: 0–700 (blue), 700–3000 (green), and
below 3000 (red) m.
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TABLE 1. Statistics for comparison of the spectrum model and
the CMD. Instrument locations are shown in Fig. 12. Median Dx
values represent the bias of the spectrum model for EKE or su
within each depth bin.
Quantity

EKE

su

No. of instruments
Correlation
Median Dx, , 700 m
Median Dx, 700–3000 m
Median Dx, . 3000 m

2179
0.85
20.01
20.10
0.01

1948
0.77
0.16
20.11
20.45

r~ given a set of measurements y at positions ri. While
simple linear interpolation is often used, more general
methods (e.g., Bretherton et al. 1976; Wunsch 2006, his
section 3.2) make use of covariances within the signal and
noise, which can be estimated from the spectrum model.
Using (26), we plot the meridional velocity coherence
at 308N, 1908E for meridional separations between 0 and
200 km (Fig. 16). Since the spectral shape is independent
of depth, the predicted coherence is the same at all
depths. As expected from the autocorrelation function, there is little coherence for separation beyond
about 100 km. An example coherence calculation is
reproduced in the appendix.
Finally, the model is applicable to observing system
design and trend detection. In this context, the spectrum
provides the noise covariance. One can estimate, for
example, the number of deep Argo floats needed to
detect temperature trends in the abyssal ocean over
a given time period. This and other applications are left
for future study.

7. Discussion
A strawman empirical model of the four-dimensional
spectral density of balanced motions (periods longer
than about 20 days but shorter than a decade and
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wavelengths from about 100 km to several thousands of
kilometers) is proposed. The model is based on a variety
of observations, including satellite altimetry, moored
temperature and current meters, and shipboard velocity
measurements. A model of the spectrum of the geostrophic streamfunction is presented, and compared with
observations assuming simple geostrophic dynamics.
However, many regions of the ocean have peculiar dynamics where the model is inaccurate. In particular,
no attempt is made to match observations in the nearsurface mixed layer, the core of western boundary currents, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, within about 58
of the equator, or poleward of 508.
For the horizontal wavenumber–frequency portion of
the spectrum, an implicit two-scale approximation is
made; a locally uniform spectrum is modulated by slowly
varying geographical parameters Lx, Ly, T, and cx. These
parameters determine the dominant space and time
scales of the spectrum, as well as a dominant propagation direction. In this way, a single analytical expression
(30) represents the shape of the spectrum over much of
the ocean. A typical spectrum is shown in Fig. 6.
The amplitude of the spectrum model is set to match
altimetric observations of the surface eddy kinetic energy. The depth dependence is expressed in terms of
Rossby wave vertical modes, modified to account for the
effects of mean flow and rough topography (Tailleux
and McWilliams 2001; Aoki et al. 2009). Including these
two effects greatly improves the agreement with observations over the conventional flat-bottom, resting-ocean
theory that does not capture the observed surface intensification of kinetic energy. The possibility that other
dynamical processes (e.g., the generation of strongly
surface-intensified eddies by baroclinic instability) contribute to the observed vertical structure is not excluded.
Explanation of the energy levels and spectral shape
is not the goal here. We can, however, speculate to a

FIG. 15. Autocorrelation function for temperature as a function of (left) spatial and (right) temporal separation based
on the spectrum model at 308N, 1908E.
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frequency for the first baroclinic mode, vmax
5 bLd /2,
1
depends on latitude primarily through the deformation
radius Ld. Thus, they predict that the break point between the white low-frequency spectrum and v22 power
law will decrease with latitude as the deformation radius
decreases. The general shape predicted by M€
uller and
Frankignoul (1981) is similar to the model frequency
spectrum presented here.
For the wavenumber spectrum of total energy in the
nth mode, M€
uller and Frankignoul (1981) predict
Entot ;
FIG. 16. Meridional velocity coherence as a function of meridional
separation at 308N, 1908E.

degree on the basis of known theories. M€
uller and
Frankignoul (1981) present a detailed analysis of the
frequency spectrum of the quasigeostrophic oceanic
response to atmospheric forcing. The resulting spectrum
is the integral response of the ocean to continuous random forcing by the atmosphere. Their predicted spectrum is white at low frequencies, changing smoothly to
(their Fig. 7). The maximum
an v22 power law at v ; vmax
n

1
k3 1 kL22
d

.

(43)

For the baroclinic modes, the spectrum transitions from
a k21 power law at low wavenumber to a steeper k23 at
high wavenumber with the break point near the deformation radius. For the barotropic mode, the predicted
spectrum is a k23 power law at high wavenumber. This is
steeper than the k22 in the spectrum model presented
here.
The character of balanced variability can also be
attributed to quasigeostrophic (QG) turbulence theory. QG turbulence theory predicts a forward enstrophy cascade for wavenumbers higher than the

FIG. A1. Horizontally variable part of (A3) for (top left) p~, r~, ~z, ~u, (top right) u~, (bottom left) ~y, and
~
(bottom right) w.
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energy injection scale kI (Charney 1971) and an inverse
energy cascade for lower wavenumbers. The kinetic
energy spectra in the forward and inverse ranges are
E(k) ; k23
E(k) ; k25/3

for
for

jkj . kI

and

(44)

jkj , kI .

(45)

For balanced motions, this requirement implies a k25
power law for SSH for jkj . kI and k211/3 for jkj , kI.
The energy injection wavenumber appears to be close to
the deformation scale (Scott and Wang 2005). A considerable literature compares observed wavenumber
spectra with the predictions of turbulence theories (e.g.,
Stammer 1997; Le Traon et al. 2008; Lapeyre 2009;
Wang et al. 2010; Xu and Fu 2012). Further, eddy generation through baroclinic instability has shown skill in
predicting observed wavelengths of variability (Tulloch
et al. 2011) and seasonal modulation of EKE (Qiu et al.
2008).
Some inconvenient evidence has been ignored here.
Most important, the model assumes that variability is
attributable to the superposition of a random wave field,
excluding evidence for ‘‘coherent motions’’ (Chelton
et al. 2011; Early et al. 2011). Structures such as isolated
vortices, where present, would significantly increase
the expected variance relative to a random wave field by
phase-locking different horizontal wavelengths and
frequencies. These effects could be addressed by estimating higher-order spectra, such as the bispectrum and
trispectrum, which describe nonlinear interactions between spectral components.
Despite the shortcomings of the present model, it
has reached a stage where it can be usefully applied
in a variety of areas. Obvious applications include
the estimation of uncertainties in observed trends,
observing-system design, objective mapping of data,
and evaluating the scales of variability produced in
ocean GCMs.
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s2x (z) 5 I(f, l) å E(n)
n

FIG. A2. Vertical structure part of (A3) for ~u at 398N, 2308E.
Multiplying by the horizontally variable part shown in Fig. A1 gives
the temperature variance.

APPENDIX
Working with the Spectrum Model
Although the shape of the spectrum model is easily
computed from (30) integrated over frequency or wavenumber, calculating the absolute amplitude is more
complicated. Here, we show by example how to use
the spectrum model to predict quantitative values
(e.g., variance) for different variables. The variance
predicted by the spectrum model for a generic variable x at depth z is

s2x (z) 5

0

2‘ 2‘

Fx (k, l, v, z; f, l) dk dl dv .

(A1)

By (17) and (20),

ð‘ ð‘ ð‘
0

ð‘ ð‘ ð‘

2‘ 2‘

j~
x j2 Fc (k, l, v; f, l) dk dl dv ,

(A2)
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where Fc(k, l, v; f, l) is the three-dimensional spectrum
model (30). The characteristic functions (8)–(14) are sep~5x
^ (k, l, v)x(z), and we define p^ 5 r^ 5 ^z 5 ^
u 5 1,
arable: x

s2x (z) 5 I(f, l)

ð‘ ð‘ ð‘
2‘ 2‘

0

^ 5 v. All other factors are grouped with
u^ 5 l, ^y 5 k, and w
the vertical part x(z), for example, u(z) 5 i2pFn (z). With
this separation, the variance is

j^
xj2 Fc (k, l, v; f, l) dk dl dv 3

where the first two factors are a horizontally varying intensity, and the last represents the vertical structure. (Horizontal variation in the vertical mode shape is implicit.)
Four possible maps of the horizontally varying part of
(A3) exist, corresponding to the four functional forms of
^ (Fig. A1). These maps primarily reflect the variation in
x
EKE through I(f, l) but also depend on the spatially
variable shape of the spectrum through the parameters
Lx, Ly, and T. The vertical structure part of (A3) depends on location and the specific variable.
As an example of the use of the spectrum model, maps
in Fig. A1 can be combined with the appropriate
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å E(n)jxj2 ,

(A3)

n

vertical structure to estimate variability at a given depth.
The vertical structure for temperature, ån E(n)jf0 Gn (z)
›u0 /›zj2 , is shown in Fig. A2 near
Ð Ð Ð398N, 2308E. At this
location and 500-m depth, I
Fc dk dl dv 5 1:4 3
106 m4 s22 and åE(n)juj2 5 1 3 1028 8C2 s2 m24 so that
su(500 m) 5 0.128C as in Fig. 11.
Coherence from the spectrum model is given by
(26) and depends on Fn(z) through the characteristic
function and I(f, l) through (20), quantities that are
difficult to compute in general. Using the separation
~5x
^ (k, l, v) x(z, n) introduced above with (17) and
x
(20), (26) is

ð‘ ð‘

Coh(v; rx , ry , z, z

0

i2p(krx1lry )
^
^ Y*F
dk dl
x
c (k, l, v; f, l)e
2‘
2‘
) 5 C(z) sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 ð‘ ð‘
 ð ‘ ð ‘
ﬃ ,
2
2
^ F (k, l, v; f, l) dk dl
j^
xj Fc (k, l, v; f, l) dk dl
jYj
c
2‘ 2‘
2‘ 2‘

where
‘

å xY*E(n)
n50
C(z) 5 sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ



‘

å jxj

n50

2

‘

E(n)

å jYj

2

(A5)

E(n)

n50

contains the depth dependence. In general, C(z) depends on the vertical structure functions Fn(z) and Gn(z)
and is difficult to compute. However, in the common
case of autocoherence, x 5 Y and C(z) 5 1. In this case,
the coherence can be computed from the spectrum
^ part of the characteristic function,
model (30) and the x
integrated over all wavenumbers.
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